Dear Parents/Caregivers,

2018 Term 1 Week 9

Gosh my students continuously step up to every challenge. Thoroughly enjoyed
watching all, but especially the youngest in the school giving their best in the school
Triathlon. A big thank you to the parents able to help and those that support by
encouraging their children to have a go! Smiles all around.
● Reading - Your children will not be given readers this week, as I am using the
short week to do testing. This will allow all children to be regrouped for reading
and ready for Term 2. Please keep reading books at home, or even better the
weekly poems in their books and/or their coloured high frequency words all in the
back of their Poetry books in their bookbags. Also practise writing these words,
ask your child to put the word into a simple sentence. It can be used to start a
sentence(easier), or in the middle of a sentence (harder) eg. “here” - Here is an
elephant, or I am in here hiding. Sign this work in their Kluwell books, as it is all
mileage.
● Games - I have a small amount of children that have not returned their games
and equipment. Can I please have all of these back to school for others to play.
If you have not played with them, it does not matter as they will choose them
again. Thank you to those returning them and getting new games - hope you are
enjoying them.
● Assembly - Room 5 & 6 are hosting assembly this Friday 6 April at 2.00pm - two
students will be hosting and the two classes will be performing a very small item
they have been learning in their Te Reo lessons. Feel free to come along and
watch if you are free.
● Reports - Reports are only going home with 5 children this term and they are all
Interim Reports (6mthly). Next Term there will be more for both students with
Interim Reports and those celebrating one year at School. Do not be alarmed if
you do not receive one this term. Juniors (Yr 1-4) send reports home every term.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or just anything you think I may
need to know. Have another super week.
Helen Davenport - hdavenport@hunua.school.nz

